T

he 407CI 3 gallon Construction Sprayer
is designed specifically for use in concrete preparation and treatment.

The first thing you notice about the Solo
sprayer is that it looks different from any
sprayer you've ever seen. Once you have used
one, you will discover that it performs better
than any sprayer you've ever used!

With its rugged polyethylene tank, the biggest
pump in the industry, an unbreakable wand,
and a 1GPM nozzle that delivers today's heavier solid content compounds effectively, the
407CI sprayer is designed to provide outstanding performance, efficiency, and durability.

Uses
u

u

u

Curing Compound - The 407CI is fitted with a 1
Gallon Per Minute Flat Fan nozzle installed, which
is ideal for spraying higher solid content compounds. The extra high volume pump makes
keeping sufficient pressure easier than other
sprayers. An air inflation valve is provided for
added convenience when there is a compressed
air system available to pressurize the tank.
Form Release Agents - The nozzle assembly
system makes it easy to change the nozzle to the
.40 GPM Flat Fan or the Adjustable nozzles provided, to apply at the rates required for your particular application.
General Spraying - It takes only seconds to
adapt this versatile sprayer to perform a wide variety of spraying tasks.

Features
u

Heavy-Duty Polyethylene Tank - You can
park a truck on this baby! Has ultra-violet
inhibitors for exceptional durability and is
translucent to easily monitor formula levels.

u

4.5" Opening - Allows easy filling and thorough cleaning.

u

High Volume Pump - Pressurizes 50%
faster than most other pump systems.

u

Extra Large Pump Handle - Assures comfortable use by even the biggest hands.

u

Extra Heavy Space Age Piston Honeycomb design provides exceptional
strength.

u

u

u

u

u

u

u

Inflation Valve - Allows the option of pressurizing the sprayer using a compressed
air source. Use caution when pressurizing.
Make sure pressure relief valve works
freely.
Pressure Relief Valve - Automatically
releases pressure at 45psi to avoid dangerous over pressurization. Allows manual
release of pressure as well.

u

u

u

Spraying Systems® Compatible - The
nozzle assembly accepts Spraying
Systems® and other industry standard
nozzles.
4' High Pressure Hose - Extra long, super
tough, and very flexible to provide superior performance.
Parts Readily Available & Easy To
Replace - Most maintenance can be
accomplished in seconds without tools!
Increases the useful life of your sprayer.
Professional Shut Off Valve - Designed to
reduce user fatigue. Easy to rebuild.
22" Unbreakable Wand - Virtually eliminates the chance of wand breakage on
the job. Extra length allows access to
hard to reach places.
Webbed Nylon Carry Strap - Makes the
sprayer easier to transport.
1 Year Commercial Warranty - Warranty
against defects in material and workmanship.

Viton® Seals - Improves durability and
safety with a wide variety of chemicals.

Model #

407CI

UPC # 7 20343

406009

Capacity

3 Gal

Wand

28"

Hose

48"

Pump

piston

Cubic Feet

1.09

Weight

7.25 lbs

Carton Size

24" x 9" x 8.75"

Pallet Quantity

75
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